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it’s in the cards — the tarot cards, to be
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Baltimore’s teacher shortage didn’t come
out of nowhere. This slow-rolling crisis
was created over years.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
W

hat kind of Black, Baltimore paper would we be if we didn’t acknowledge house music? On the cover and
inside the pages of this issue, you’ll see images of Black people dancing, fellowshipping, and vibing out at
Collective Minds, an annual house music festival that organizers say is open to anyone, be they DJs, dancers,
performers, or just fans. It was held September 3 at the Pearlstone Conference Center in Reisterstown, Maryland.
In my mind, Baltimore, New Jersey, and Chicago are Black musical cousins — places with distinct sounds
and takes on the steady rhythm that drives house and club music — but with a flavor that unites them all as well.
This is the 19th year that Collective Minds has taken place.
In addition to the reporting that we do, I want Baltimore Beat to be a cultural record, an account of these
things happening. It’s important that people who will be here years after we are all gone know what gave us joy
and made us move our bodies.
Speaking of Black folks gathering together, in this issue, our Arts and Culture Editor Teri Henderson got to
know more about Diamon Fisher, a Baltimore native who wants to make sure that we have events that are both
for us and by us.

Use this QR code to read and
share this story online.

“Women like Fisher not only hold up the sky for themselves and their families, but all Black people in
their orbit. She is dedicated to uplifting and celebrating Black folks, and she creates spaces for joy, community,
education, and resources — and often does so without compensation,” Henderson wrote.
In more somber news, Deputy Editor J. Brian Charles and I tried to find out what, exactly, is at the root of
the teacher shortage in Baltimore City and what City Schools officials are doing to fix the problem. The teacher
shortage is one that school administrators all over the country are struggling with, but Baltimore’s problems are
a little different. Our shortage is more endemic — and, as always, kids suffer the most.
“Right now we are underpaid, we are overworked. Sometimes we do not get a lunch break,” said Valerie
Taylor, a member of support staff at ConneXions: A Community Based Arts School, told officials at a meeting of
the school board held last week. “And for the new teachers, we are that backbone. If we miss a day, that teacher
has a hard way to go.”
Finally, in this issue, we debut tarot card horoscopes from Baltimore-based Iya Osundara Ogunsina. Find
out what to look forward to for the month of October.
— Lisa Snowden, Editor-in-Chief

CORRECTIONS
From Issue 2 (August 24, 2022): “Yesterday’s Prices are not Today’s Prices” misstated the amount of cannabis the
state decriminalized. The correct amount is 10 grams.
From Issue 3 (September 7, 2022) news brief, “Another killing highlights how much work needs to be done on youth
safety,” Baltimore Beat misidentified Baltimore City Councilperson Robert Stokes. We regret the error.
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Skipping Class

A teacher crisis years in the making comes to a head.

Use this QR code to read
and share this story online.

by Lisa Snowden & J. Brian Charles

I

t’s an annual tradition in Baltimore.
Each summer, the district hemorrhages
hundreds of teachers and scrambles to fill
vacancies, just before welcoming more than
77,000 children back to school in late August.
“Baltimore is a high turnover district,”
Cristina Duncan Evans, teacher chapter
chair of the Baltimore Teachers Union,
told Baltimore Beat. Roughly 600 teachers
leave each year; some retire, others move
to suburban districts, some give up teaching
altogether.
Under normal conditions, the district
is able to deal with this annual migration
by finding teacher applicants, interviewing
them, and filling the vacancies. By the first
day of school, many of those new teachers are
at the whiteboard drawing up lessons. But this
isn’t a normal year. The COVID-19 pandemic
added additional strain to a profession that
already demanded long hours for little pay.
Baltimore City Schools officials reported
BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

they were still short 220 teachers on the
opening day of school on August 29 — a figure
disputed by union officials, some of whom
believe the district could be short many more
educators. Duncan Evans told Baltimore Beat,
for example, that she doubted how reliable
numbers supplied by City Schools could be,
because officials have been slow to send the
union reports on staffing.
For parents and children, the shortage
meant a district charged with closing the
achievement gap was, and still is, ill-prepared
to do so.
“Our CEO talks a whole lot about equity,
[but] there’s really no equity across the board
when you look at it because you can be in one
area in one neighborhood and there may be
28 to 32 kids in the classroom,” said Tyrone
Barnwell, a parent and education advocate.
“But then, you know, just across the bridge,
across the way, you’re looking at about 38
to 42 kids in one classroom, and maybe one
class has an aide and then the rest of the
3

classes don’t have an aide. It looks different
all across the board.”
The shortage has been a slow-rolling crisis,
which has played out over years. But throw in
a pandemic, a national teacher shortage, and
increased demand for classroom teachers
to fill vacancies and help districts close the
achievement gap, and Baltimore City Public
Schools faced an unprecedented personnel
crisis.
At the end of the 2021-22 school year,
Baltimore City Public Schools had about 1,300
vacancies to fill — nearly double the average
gap the school district needs to fill each year,
according to Sarah Diehl, executive director
of recruitment and staffing services. Some of
the vacancies were due to retirements and
attrition. But the number was especially high
this year because new positions were created

CONTINUES ON PG. 7

Cops Control the Narrative
In bail review hearings, a troubled police department holds the cards.

Use this QR code
to read and share
this story online.

by Baltimore Courtwatch

B

ail review hearings are one step in a criminal
‘justice’ system that feeds on the destruction
of human beings. During a bail review, a legally
innocent person accused of one or more crimes is
petitioning the court to not be caged while awaiting
their trial. The hearing may last a mere five or 10
minutes, but the outcome impacts people’s lives
for much longer. People have routinely lost jobs,
housing, income, and custody of their children
while awaiting trial.

the documents judges rely on at bail reviews, were
among the documents Hankard falsified.
The Justice Department’s own report, launched
after the killing of Freddie Gray, documented clear
violations of civil rights by the Baltimore Police
Department. Baltimore City State’s Attorney
Marilyn Mosby keeps a list of approximately 300
BPD officers whom her office maintains have
credibility issues.

A few months later, in a case strikingly similar
to the one above, the state asked for a young person
to be held without bond awaiting trial for murder,
offering up as evidence the fact that the young
man had a picture on his Instagram in which he
was wearing items of clothing manufactured by
an extremely popular brand — clothing which
appeared similar to what they had seen on someone
in video footage recorded at the scene of the
shooting. There were three shooters recorded on
video, all of whom were wearing the same color

Officers of the Baltimore Police Department — an institution with a history of
falsifying records, which is currently under federal oversight for violating the
constitutional rights of Black residents of Baltimore — are considered the most
reliable source of information in a bail review.
By law, judges are supposed to consider two
factors in these hearings: flight risk (will you
show up to court?) and public safety (are you too
dangerous to be uncaged?). The primary evidence
in these hearings is information given by police
to the State’s Attorney’s Office in what’s called a
statement of probable cause. These are narratives
written by a cop involved in the arrest which detail
what happened to give them probable cause and
reason to arrest the accused. There is no contesting
these narratives, as the standard in these hearings
is that the charges and SOPC are to be taken in a
“light most favorable to the State.” To put it plainly,
officers of the Baltimore Police Department —
an institution with a history of falsifying records,
which is currently under federal oversight for
violating the constitutional rights of Black residents
of Baltimore — are considered the most reliable
source of information in a bail review.
Take the case of BPD Detective Robert Hankard,
who was sentenced to 30 months in prison for
falsifying search warrants and arrest reports, falsely
testifying to a federal grand jury, and planting a BB
gun on a suspect. Statements of probable cause,

In February, observers from Baltimore
Courtwatch observed a case in which cops alleged
to have observed the accused posing with and firing
a gun on Instagram. In a resulting search, a gun —
registered legally to another person who lived in
the house — was found safely stored and unloaded
in a safe. Judge Charles Peters ordered the person
be held in a cage, in part based on the word of the
police that this gun they observed on Instagram
was, in fact, the same gun. No information was
presented to explain how this could be discerned
from a picture.
In November 2021, our observers heard a case
where a person was being held on murder charges
entirely based on social media images that showed
them wearing similar clothing to a CCTV video of
a robbery and shooting. Baltimore police had not
identified or spoken to anyone regarding this claim.
The cops apparently believed it was possible to
look at a picture of someone in common clothing
and identify that these were identical clothes. This
case was placed on the stet docket seven months
later, meaning the charges are not being pursued
currently.

from head to toe. The video was blurry, making it
difficult to identify suspects by race. The Instagram
post they used to dubiously connect the young man
to this incident wasn’t even dated the same day as
the shooting. The judge sided with the state and
held the young man in jail. The case still hasn’t
gone to trial.
In October 2021, Judge Robert Taylor placed
a young man on home detention, cautioning him
against using social media because cops monitor
everyone’s Instagram accounts. Specifically, he was
aware of cops tricking young men into allowing
them to follow their private accounts by disguising
themselves as “pretty girls.” In other words, cops
are catfishing young men.
The criminal legal system relies on cops to
shape narratives even in the early stages of court
proceedings, endangering the lives of thousands in
the city, most of them young Black men and boys. l

Shining a light in the dark corners
of Baltimore City’s courts.
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News Briefs
Brady matters

Water crisis

I

F

n 1958, a Maryland man named John Brady was arrested and
charged with murder in the killing of Williams Brooks. Brady
maintained he didn’t kill Brooks, but he had helped another
man, Charles Boblit, steal Brooks’ car for a planned bank heist. Boblit actually
confessed to the murder. He told the authorities that killing Brooks was all his
doing and Brady didn’t help with the slaying, nor did Brady assist in planning
the murder. Prosecutors knew this, but they didn’t tell Brady’s lawyers, and he
was convicted of first-degree murder. Brady’s lawyer spent the next five years
appealing the verdict. In 1963, the Supreme Court decided 7-2 that the prosecution
denied Brady due process when they didn’t tell his lawyers about the confession.

or politicians at Baltimore City Hall, the complaints were about
messaging — whether or not people were informed quickly
enough about the E. Coli contamination and the boil water order
that went into effect September 5 as a result. It was, in the minds of many of those
people, a public relations fiasco. In West Baltimore, however, where an estimated
37,000 residents were without clean tap water for five days, the crisis wasn’t about
whether a tweet went out fast enough, or a text blast reached enough people.
People wanted to know whether their water was safe. And the reality of
losing a basic, but crucial, service weighed heavily as the week dragged on. “How
do you brush your teeth?” a woman riding by a makeshift water distribution
site in West Baltimore asked as volunteers from Organizing Black, a grassroots
activism group based in Baltimore, handed out cases of bottled water. “How do
you shower?” another asked.

The landmark decision in Brady v. Maryland required prosecutors for the last
59 years to disclose exculpatory evidence, or information which might assist the
defendant in being found not guilty or reducing the sentence of those convicted
in a crime. Courts call this exchange of evidence a “Brady disclosure,” after the
Maryland man who fought for this right.

Organizing Black was among several community groups who, along with the
city, distributed bottled water for days to residents in West Baltimore. Even after
the boil water order was lifted on Friday, September 9, demand remained high
in West Baltimore. Cars wrapped the block around Harlem Park Elementary/
Middle School, and another line of cars formed near the corner of Mount Street
and Harlem Avenue. People would ask for one for themselves, and another for a
neighbor who couldn’t come to pick up a case.

In the 59 years since Brady v. Maryland, prosecutors have continued to fail to
hand over exculpatory evidence. The problem is so bad in New York, for example,
that state lawmakers had to pass legislation setting a deadline for handing over
evidence to the defense. On September 14, the courts were again reminded of why
Brady matters.
After 23 years, a hit podcast, and a cavalcade of calls demanding his release,
Adnan Syed got a court hearing on Monday, September 19, to determine whether
he should be set free. Syed was accused and convicted of killing his ex-girlfriend
Hae Min Lee in 1999. Her body was discovered in Leakin Park in Baltimore.

“We always have to take care of ourselves,” said Ralihk Hayes, deputy director
of Organizing Black.
Doris Moody, 85, of West Baltimore has lived in her house for 45 years. On the
morning the boil water order was lifted, her tap began to spit brown water.

Baltimore City State’s Attorney Marylin Mosby made the request on
September 14 to vacate his conviction, claiming evidence that might have proven
his innocence was not provided to his defense attorneys.

“The leadership is bad,” Moody said.
Moody stopped to grab a canned water, still cold, from Union Brewery, the
Baltimore beer company which provided canned water for those in the affected
area. She rubbed it across her brow and took a long sip.

“The State’s Brady violations robbed the Defendant of information that would
have bolstered his investigation and argument that someone else was responsible
for the victim’s death,” wrote Becky Feldman, chief of the state’s attorney’s office’s
Sentencing Review Unit, in the motion.

“The people who run the DPW need to be held accountable,” Moody said,
“and it doesn’t seem like they are.”

Mosby, who is in court facing her own criminal charges for allegedly falsifying
mortgage documents and illegally taking money from her state retirement
account, is in her last few months in office. Her move to vacate the prosecution of
Syed months before she leaves has been viewed with a heavy dose of cynicism. It
was seen as good optics for a person facing the embarrassment of a criminal trial
and still licking her wounds from a political defeat, especially given her actions
related to another Maryland man, Keith Davis Jr., who has been tried for murder
by prosecutors who have failed to disclose information the defense could use at
trial.

— J. Brian Charles

In Davis’ second trial, the state’s attorney’s office failed to tell the jury, the
defense, or the judge the complete background of a jailhouse informant used by
the prosecution. The jury hung on the charges and the judge declared a mistrial.
Keith Davis Jr. won’t be back in court until 2023, the 60th anniversary of
Brady. A new prosecutor will be in office. Hopefully, the Supreme Court and
fairness guide the office, not just optics.

— J. Brian Charles
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Government and
Community Events
Here’s our weekly listing of government and
community events around the city.
by Lisa Snowden

Wednesday, Sept. 21
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Local Community Advisory Board Outreach
Meeting: This event is part of a series of meetings held
to inform residents about a charter amendment that
would return local control of the Baltimore City Police
Department to Baltimore City. Virtual. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
For more information, go to: mayor.baltimorecity.gov/
bc/boards/local-control-advisory-board or call 410396-3100.
West Wednesdays: Hear about the ongoing fight for
police accountability in the Tyrone West case and for
all victims of police misconduct. 6:30 p.m. This event
happens every Wednesday. For more information, go
to: www.facebook.com/justicefortyronewest.

Thursday, Sept. 22
Back to School Passport to Learning Tour: A free
family learning event featuring books, giveaways,
performances, and more. 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the B&O
Railroad Museum, 901 West Pratt Street. For more
information, go to: www.baltimorecityschools.org/
calendar or call: 443-984-2000.

Saturday, Sept. 24
Criminal Record Expungement, Re-Entry, and
Resource Fair: Clear your eligible criminal record
and get a fresh start. There will be free information
available on housing, employment, addiction, mental
health, re-entry resources, as well as COVID-19
testing and vaccines. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Our Daily
Bread Employment Center, 725 Fallsway. For more
information, call 410-971-4492.
Southwest Baltimore Community Resource
Fair: Nonprofit organization Rebuilding Together
Baltimore hosts community-based organizations and
city agencies in the Poppleton neighborhood. Food,
fun, and children’s activities will be available. Noon at
Excel Academy at Francis M. Wood High School, 1001
West Saratoga Street. For more information, go to:
www.rtbaltimore.org or call 410-889-2710.
Children of Heavenly Parents and Parents of
Heavenly Children Say their Names Poetry Event:
Read a poem, sing a song, dance, or read a letter in
memory of lost loved ones. 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at Druid
Hill Park, 900 Druid Park Lake Drive. For more
information, call 443-986-5548.

Monday, Sept. 26

Friday, Sept. 30

Food Rescue x Open Heart Sanctuary: Free,
nutritious food to the community. Bring a bag,
take what you want. 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. at Open
Heart Sanctuary, 4315 Garrison Boulevard. For
more information, go to: foodrescuebaltimore.
org/#locations.

Stoop Night: Informal Q&A sessions with members
of the Penn Station development team. 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m. at Baltimore Penn Station, 1500 North
Charles Street, Baltimore. For more information,
go to: baltimorepennstation.com/press-releases/
community-stoop-nights-announced-for-baltimorepenn-station.

Tuesday, Sept. 27
Meet and Greet with Baltimore City School Board
Candidates: An opportunity to find out more about
the candidates, and meet with educators and equity
advocates. 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at Busboys and Poets, 3224
Saint Paul Street. For more information, go to: www.
beequity.org or call (410) 497-7114.

Wednesday, Sept. 28
Employment and Resource Fair: Connect with
recruiters from some of the largest employers in the
Baltimore region. 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., Racheal Wilson
Memorial Park, 145 South Calverton Road.
Communities United Membership Meeting: Meeting
of grassroots groups committed to radical change.
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. at St. Mark’s Lutheran Church,
1900 Saint Paul Street. For more information, go to:
marylandcu.org or call 410-212-2225.
Civic Engagement Training: Learn how to identify
and solve problems in the community from Out For
Justice, Inc. and Citizens Policing Project. In person
and virtual. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at 1400 Federal Street. For
more information, go to: out4justice.org or call 443563-2123.

Thursday, Sept. 29
Greater Baybrook Alliance’s Annual Celebration
and Tree and Mulch Giveaway: The Baltimore
City Department of Public Works will provide free
trees and mulch. Also, refreshments and activities.
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at Duane Avenue Park, Duane
Avenue and 6th Street. For more information, go to:
greaterbaybrookalliance.org or call 410-929-2270.
Preservation for the People: The Fight for
Development Without Displacement: Nicole
King, Ph.D. delivers a lecture about the fight to
save Baltimore’s Poppleton neighborhood from
redevelopment. 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. at MICA Brown
Center/Falvey Hall, 1300 Mount Royal Avenue. For
more information, go to: www.doorsopenbaltimore.org.

Saturday, Oct. 1
Doors Open Baltimore: Dozens of sites throughout
the city of Baltimore will open their doors, free of
charge, to visitors eager to explore their stories. Oct.
1 and Oct. 2, various locations. For more information,
go to: doorsopenbaltimore.org.
2022 Baltimore Walk to End Hydrocephalus:
Help raise funds on behalf of the Hydrocephalus
Association. 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the University
of Maryland, Baltimore County, 1000 Hilltop Circle.
For more information, go to: hydroassoc.org/
baltimorewalk or call 888-598-3789.

Sunday, Oct. 2
Annual Thanksgiving Food Drive: An opportunity
to drop off non-perishable food items. Oct. 2 to Oct.
30. Leon’s Backroom, 227 West Chase Street. For more
information, go to: bdeebaltimorelove.org or call 410622-9519.

Monday, Oct. 3
Young Weaver Meet Up: An opportunity for young
people who are working to change the world to meet
with other changemakers for resources, connections,
and more. Virtual, 5 p.m. For more information, go to:
WeAreWeavers.org.
Baltimore City Council Meeting: Convening of
members of the Baltimore City Council. 5 p.m. at
Baltimore City Hall, 100 Holliday Street. For more
information, go to: www.baltimorecitycouncil.com or
call: 410-396-4804.

Tuesday, Oct. 4
Calvary Lutheran Church Food Pantry: Calvary
Lutheran Church Food Pantry serves those in need on
the first Tuesday of each month, while supplies last.
8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. at Calvary Lutheran Church
of Hamilton, 2625 East Northern Parkway. For more
information, go to www.calvarylutherancs.org or call:
410-426-4301.
If you would like your event listed in Baltimore Beat,
send information about it to Lisa@baltimorebeat.com.
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CONTINUED FROM PG. 3
to close the achievement gap between Black
and Latinx students and their white peers.
According to data collected by the state, white
children in fourth grade are more than twice
as likely to read at grade level than Black and
Latinx students. Blueprint for Maryland’s
Future, which lawmakers passed to address
racial disparities in funding and education
outcomes across the state, increased the
amount of money the state sent to schools,
and in Baltimore it meant the district could
hire more educators to address educational
disparities.
Lawmakers hoped the funding would
help, and agreed to spend $3.8 billion each
year over the next 10 years. This money
has already shown up in the Baltimore City
Public Schools budget and prompted the
district to begin hiring teachers earlier to fill
even more vacancies. By July, Baltimore city
schools hired 700 educators.
But even though Baltimore City Public
Schools started its search for teachers earlier
than in previous years and had more money
for hiring, the district found itself with 600
vacancies, with less than a month before
school opened in late August.
“Schools have been adjusting and
adapting their staffing to prioritize their
remaining vacancies, and so we knew we
knew that 600 vacancies did not mean that
600 classrooms of students were going to be
without teachers,” Diehl said.
There were just fewer teachers to pick
from, Diehl said, pointing to statistics that
found there are fewer people enrolling in and
completing teacher preparation programs.
And the money sent to Baltimore City
Schools to help hire more teachers? Well, that
money was spread to schools across the state,

File photo.

5,600 teachers at the end of the school year,
according to the State Board of Education.
The COVID-19 pandemic was at least
partially to blame for pushing some veteran
teachers out of the classroom. Baltimore
teachers have expressed frustrations about
the district’s own COVID-19 policy, which
kept school doors open during the omicron
variant surge in late 2021. Teacher shortages,
like the ones in Baltimore and Maryland
have played out across the country. School
officials in Florida estimate the state is short
8,000 educators. Meanwhile, nearly one in
five classes in California were taught by
someone lacking the proper credentials.
“Education personnel in America are
leaving their jobs at almost double the

“Children’s learning conditions are also
educators’ working conditions, and they are
often in trouble,” Weingarten said.
For new teachers, even some veteran
educators, Baltimore City seemed like a far
less attractive place to make a career. The
district has lagged behind school systems
elsewhere in the state in keeping up with
building maintenance and construction. As
recently as 2017, Baltimore City schools spent
less than half the amount spent by Anne
Arundel County on facilities. Both districts
received more than $40 million from the
state to help with school construction. But
Anne Arundel County could afford to add
another $100 million in local money to help
pay for facilities.

“On a material level we have the oldest facilities in the state. We have brand new
21st-century schools that have pest rodents, mold, building design issues,” Cristina
Duncan Evans said. “Some of our 21st-century buildings have teachers floating
from class to class because we don’t have enough classrooms.”
in other districts with high concentrations of
poor and minority students. In short, other
school districts were also on a hiring spree,
and so officials here had to compete for
teachers.
Then there was the Great Resignation’s
impact on teaching. Maryland lost more than
BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

rate of other occupations, and this crisis
is particularly acute in schools serving
majorities of students of color and students
living in poverty which experience the highest
teacher turnover rates,” Randi Weingarten,
president of the American Federation of
Teachers, told board members at the board’s
September 13 meeting.
7

“On a material level we have the oldest
facilities in the state. We have brand new 21st
century schools that have pest rodents, mold,
building design issues,” Duncan Evans said.
“Some of our 21st-century buildings have
teachers floating from class to class because
we don’t have enough classrooms.”

The exodus across the state and the
country was a problem Baltimore had known
for decades.
“The rest of the country is catching up
with Baltimore,” Duncan Evans said.
With districts across the state short on
teachers, and districts like Baltimore County
moving fast to hire teachers, candidates in
line for jobs in Baltimore City were quickly
accepting offers in districts outside of the
city, Duncan Evans told Baltimore Beat.
“Baltimore has always been one of the
most challenging places to teach and support
teachers in the state of Maryland. Baltimore
City is competing with places with higher
demand and better working conditions,”
Duncan Evans said.
Baltimore City School officials turned to
substitute teachers, certified central office
staff, and even paraeducators to fill the gaps
before school opened. By late August, the
district claimed it had reduced the hiring gap
from 600 down to 220.
Across two school board meetings in
late August and September, educators from
across the district raised concerns about
the shortage and the work conditions they
believe are driving the crisis. Staff pleaded

with school board
officials and City
Schools executives
to do something
— fast.

“You know, from a parent’s perspective,
how do I help prepare my child — and
I don’t even know, you know, what
they need to be prepared for,” Tyrone
Barnwell said.

“Right now we
are underpaid, we
are overworked.
Sometimes we do
not get a lunch
break,”
said
Valerie Taylor, a
member of support staff at ConneXions: A
Community Based Arts School. “And for the
new teachers, we are that backbone. If we
miss a day, that teacher has a hard way to go.”
Baltimore City Schools cut spending
as recently as 2021, and even with the
additional money from the state to help close
the achievement gap, district educators said
their pay makes Baltimore less competitive
with schools outside the city.
“The board needs to face economic
reality,” said Alan Rebar, who teaches at
both Sinclair Lane Elementary and Barclay
Elementary. “This school board must compete
or the students will continue to suffer. This
means paying educators and other staff the
COVID bonus. In the case of salaries and
other staff, a real raise is long overdue.”

For parents, the teacher shortage and the
lack of communication by the district caught
many families flat-footed and unprepared
for what was to come when school opened.
It meant sending their children off to school
without a solid idea of that to expect when
they arrived at their classrooms.
“You know, from a parent’s perspective,
how do I help prepare my child — and I don’t
even know, you know, what they need to be
prepared for,” Barnwell said.
“So a lot of kids showed up to school
the first day without even knowing their
homeroom class, who their homeroom
teacher was. That was a huge concern for the
parents,” he added. l

File photo.
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TICKETS AT ARTBMA.ORG

Discover the cultural and artistic impacts of the Great Migration.
This exhibition features 12 contemporary artists reflecting on
their connections to the South and the many ways in which
America has been shaped by this diaspora.

Robert Pruitt. A Song for
Travelers (detail). 2022.
Courtesy the artist and
Koplin Del Rio Gallery

‘The work is hard, but the work is worth it’
Diamon Fisher builds Black futures by preserving the past and making room for Black joy.

by Teri Henderson

B

altimore native and community
organizer Diamon Fisher, 26,
creates spaces where Black people
can reflect, reclaim joy, and deepen
community bonds.
She grew up in Gwynn Oak and
also spent a lot of her childhood in
Superman’s, the barber shop on
North Avenue owned by her father.
On August 1, Fisher joined
Afro Charities as special projects
and programming manager. The
organization is the nonprofit
arm of Baltimore’s historic AFRO
Newspaper, and is responsible
for maintaining the newspaper’s
130-year-old archives, a record of
Black Baltimore’s cultural past.
Before joining Afro Charities,
Fisher worked at Maryland Citizens
For The Arts, which she credits for
helping her further develop her
talent for creating events.
“My
work
has
always
intentionally and unintentionally
centered and amplified Black
voices, Black creativity, and Black
nostalgia,” she said.

Baltimore native and community organizer Diamon Fisher.
Photo by Schaun Champion.

Use this QR code to read
and share this story online.

Fisher organized a Juneteenth
Celebration in June 2021, as many
Baltimoreans, including myself,
were stepping out of our homes in
ways we hadn’t since the pandemic
started, 15 months earlier. Local
musicians Abdu Ali and Al Rogers
Jr. and Da Lor Band were joined
by groups as far away as Chicago
to mark the day the last African
Americans were told they were
indeed freed from bondage. As
a native Texan, Juneteenth has
always held a special place in my
heart. I went to Fisher’s celebration
to soak up the beautiful outfits, the
dancing, shopping, laughs, and
hugs that made the day special.
More recently, Fisher organized
a back to school drive in late
August at Whitelock Farm. Fisher
10

organized donations of money
and supplies, raising awareness
about the event on social media.
She provided backpacks, school
supplies, and COVID-19 tests to
residents across the city. There
were also bounce houses, face
painters, free haircuts, and a
petting zoo.
Over the summer, Fisher also
co-launched the online platform
Black On Bouff Sidez, a digital
space that connects Black people
with Black resources. You can visit
the website and find lists of Black
therapists, playlists, PDFs of books
by Black authors, and the best
Black-owned restaurants in your
city. Fisher and her collaborator
Kashmir hope to expand the
platform’s reach to other cities.
Black women have historically
been pulled in every direction,
overextended, undercompensated,
and expected to serve and give
selflessly. All the while, Black
women hold up the sky, as my
Aunt Valerie would say. Women
like Fisher not only hold up the
sky for themselves and their
families, but all Black people in
their orbit. She is dedicated to
uplifting and celebrating Black
folks, and she creates spaces for
joy, community, education, and
resources — and often does so
without compensation. In art and
social justice spaces, white folks
often show up unprompted to take
up space. Programs and events
focused on Black people, run by
Black women, and specifically
for Black people are critical and
necessary. All of Fisher’s work is
by and for us.
Fisher’s Instagram handle @
leche.lady is a marker of digital
existence and the day-to-day life
Continues on next page →
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she lives offline. Leche Lady encapsulates the
expansiveness and entirety of her ethereal
presence. Leche means milk in Spanish,
alluding to her Puerto Rican roots and doubly
referencing her ultimate role as mother to
two beautiful boys, Sacred and Solar.

Teri Henderson: Where are you from?
Where are your roots? And where are your
people from?
Diamon Fisher: I’m from Baltimore,
Maryland. On my paternal side, they are
from Baltimore; Frederick, Maryland; and
North Carolina. And on my mother’s side, my
mother was born and raised in New York. So
was my grandmother. And my grandfather
was born and raised in Puerto Rico. My
mother’s side is New York, like NuyorRican,
and then my dad’s side is Baltimore,
Maryland, North Carolina.
TH: How do you describe what you do
in your own words? What are your roles?
DF: I’m an artist. A full-time artist, a fulltime mommy. I have two boys. I call myself a
community caretaker [but] I don’t really like

to limit myself or call myself a community
organizer, because I feel like I go beyond this
organizing aspect. I am a freedom advocate. I
advocate for Black people. I consider myself
an archivist. A researcher. A resource.
TH: Congratulations on your new job at
Afro Charities. What is your role there?
DF: Yes, Afro Charities is a nonprofit
partner to [the] AFRO Newspaper. [The AFRO
launched 130 years ago as the Baltimore AfroAmerican and is the longest continuously
published Black-owned newspaper in the
nation.] We handle a lot of the programming
and the event organizing. We do the
community outreach. The AFRO Newspaper
is more like the print [side], and we do the
community-related things.

DF: Creating incubators ultimately for
Black people in Baltimore is super important
because we [must] protect our creative and

TH: I’m sure your archiving practice
will play a part in that as well. Are you
working with director of Afro Charities,
Savannah Wood?
DF: Yes, Savannah [Wood] and Deyane
Moses. Deyane Moses is the public archivist
and Savannah is the executive director. I
am the special projects and programming
manager.

intellectual properties. You know what I’m
saying?

TH: I also saw that you were doing a
project with Google.
DF: I got a call from somebody that [said]
they wanted me and my family to be a part
of the Google News Initiative Project, where
they were highlighting the AFRO Newspaper’s
[130th] anniversary.
I was [actually] in the AFRO Newspaper
as a little girl. I was featured, I believe when
I was eight or nine. I [had] won a music
scholarship when I was a kid, I was studying
Italian opera and jazz and piano.
[While they were recording an interview]
Savannah walked up to me when we had a
break [on set], and she said, “Diamon, I have
this position in mind. I really would love to
pitch it to you. But I understand that you
have a crazy schedule between mommyhood
and creative projects that you’re doing, and
I’m almost afraid to pitch it to you. But I’ll
pitch it to you wherever I get all the cards in
order.”
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TH: Why is creating these spaces
specifically for Black people so important
right now, especially in Baltimore?

“My work has always
intentionally and
unintentionally centered
and amplified Black
voices, Black creativity,
and Black nostalgia.”

We’re actually still redefining my role,
and other roles and responsibilities. We are a
small team of three. So we’re all figuring out
our positions, but it’s been beautiful so far.

Baltimore native and community organizer Diamon Fisher.
Photo by Schaun Champion.

Project, and she ended up hiring me for Afro
Charities right after that.

Two weeks later, she emailed me, we set
up an interview, and I got hired the following
week. It was dope that we were in the same
space together for this Google News Initiative
11

It’s important that we support Black. It’s
important that we create safe environments,
beyond just creative environments, but safe
environments for us. I’m saying it’s important
to do it in a city like Baltimore. This is one of
the Blackest cities in America. So I think it’s
only fair to have spaces and incubators for
Black [folks] only.
I think it’s important that we have spaces
for us to thrive. And I think, ultimately, Black
people thrive in spaces created for us. By us.
Because of the level of comfort — and beyond
comfort, just being able to relate. Anything
synonymous to relate. For Black by Black, it’s
more sustainable. If that makes sense.
TH: You’re talking about knowing you
can come in an actual safe space. Where
you can come in and let your guard down
and don’t have to worry.
DF: It’s not always easy. My homegirl Mira
always says, she’s like, “Yo, you chose one of
the most thankless jobs.” But I also feel like
it’s super rewarding even in those thankless
moments, or even with it being a thankless
job — and I don’t even technically think it’s a
thankless job, necessarily. But it is tough.
It is hard sometimes to be a leader,
because you feel like others rely on you, and
leading the pack sometimes can be anxietyinducing. But I feel like somebody’s got to do
it. There are multiple other beautiful leaders

in Baltimore, of course. It’s hard at times,
but it’s definitely rewarding, and I couldn’t
imagine doing anything else.
The work is hard, but the work is worth
it — when we are talking about building
futures for Black people.
TH: How do you practice self-care?
DF: Honestly, I’d like to catch up on sleep.
I like to sleep. I’m not gonna lie. I was just
telling my partner the day, I’m like, “Do you
remember the type of sleep we used to get
before we had kids?” Catching up on sleep
is one of the ways that I care for myself. I’ve
always just been, like, a sleepy girl anyway.
TH: That’s that Taurus energy.
DF: Taurus and Pisces stellium, the two
sleepiest people. Catching up on rest for sure.
Caring for myself can really just be, at
this point, small indulgences. Even if it’s,
like, going out and buying myself my favorite
fragrance. Going to a coffee shop and being
able to sit and do work, or not do work. I care
for myself by going to the farmers market
and buying produce and flowers and wine, or
whatever else. I feel like, at this point in my
life, sometimes it’s hard to do a whole day’s
worth of self-care. You know, I can’t always
get out and go to a spa because of my busy
life, between work and motherhood. At this
point in my life, as I said, it’s more so like
the very small indulgences, and moments to
myself.
TH: In the past couple of years, what
have been some of those projects that
you’ve done that you are most proud of?

“Creating incubators
ultimately for Black
people in Baltimore is
super important because
we [must] protect our
creative and intellectual
properties.”

DF: The back to school drive we just
did in August. That was one of my favorite
events that I’ve done. I would like to say
Juneteenth last year. But I also don’t want
to keep saying Juneteenth of last year. That
Juneteenth celebration was insane. This
year’s Juneteenth celebration was beautiful,
too. I do think that they both [Juneteenth
celebrations] had very different vibes. And
I kind of beat myself up about it a little bit,
to some extent, because I feel like last year
there were way more people.
But what I didn’t realize was there were
two different vibes. This one was more of
like a family-oriented vibe. People bought
the babies out and their whole families. My
family came this year. Last year was more
of like a turn-up, you know? Singer Keiyaa
performed, there was a lot happening. And
there were so many other beautiful things
happening at this one, too.
I’ve done so many events. The other
day I was sitting there, like, I need to start
writing down, and I need to start a Google
Doc with just all of the events.
TH: Didn’t you do a movie series,
also?
DF: Yes, I did. Another project that I’ve
been working on that I’m excited about is
Black On Bouff Sidez. That is a platform that
I just launched with one of my good friends
and creative partners, Kashmir. She’s amazing.
She’s a collagist, she’s a videographer, she’s a
photographer — [a] multiple-hyphenated
being, as she calls herself. We launched this
project together called Black On Bouff Sidez,
which is a website. It is a creative and safe
incubator online for Black creatives. It’s a
resource site where people can find Black
therapists, Black eateries in Baltimore; we’re
adding more, we’re adding more to the list.
We want to start putting together, like, New
York City, Philly, like all of the surrounding
cities.
We’ll be doing that soon. But for now, we
started off with Baltimore. We also have Black
PDFs, like books that are downloadable. We
have, I believe, a Langston Hughes poetry
book on there, an Angela Davis autobiography
on there, and a few other ones.
Black music, Black playlists, very Black.
All sorts of stuff. That is one of my favorite
creative projects that I launched over the last
couple of years, and the back to school drive.
The back to school drive was one of
my favorites. Community is everybody;
it’s elders, it’s children, people in our age
bracket, and everybody in between. But there
is something about projects, or, like, doing
things in community with children, that hits
12

Baltimore native and community organizer Diamon Fisher.
Photo by Schaun Champion.

different, like, you know what I’m saying?
I really enjoy providing resources,
ultimately, for the community. I also still
have book bags, and supplies, COVID tests,
and all of that for anybody that’s still in need.
So I would love for people to know that.
TH: What are some dreams that you
have for yourselves, your loved ones, your
people, for your community? What are
some dreams that you’d like to share?
DF: Honestly, more resources. That’s one
of my biggest dreams, like, more resources.
I want to become a bigger resource to my
community, too, you know?
But I want everybody to have access to
more resources. And that could be kind of,
like, vague, because ‘resources’ can mean so
many things. But that’s what I mean. Like, I
want so many things for my people.
That’s what I want for my people.
Abundance and resources, ultimately. l
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Tarotscopes

Get a sneak peak at what’s in store for you this October with Iya Osundara’s tarotscope
forecast. Take what resonates and leave the rest.
by Iya Osundara Ogusina

Air Signs: Aquarius, Gemini, Libra

Water Signs: Pisces, Cancer, Scorpio

Queen of Cups, Three of Swords, Five of
Cups

Three of Wands, Two of Swords, Queen of
Pentacles

Your challenge this month, air signs,
is to not completely live in your head. For
some, there was a recent emotional upset
that is consuming your thoughts. For others,
perhaps old wounds have reopened. This is
causing you to replay scenarios in your head
repeatedly. You can “should’ve, could’ve,
would’ve” all you want, but you can’t change
what’s been done. You have plenty to be
grateful for but cannot fully appreciate things
because you’re hyper-focused on what’s been
lost. Take time to examine what harm you
are holding onto and reflect how that hurt
and pain is stalling your progress. You cannot
keep using your grief as an excuse not to
move forward. How would life look different
if you accepted the situation for what is and
chose to focus on the things that are bringing
you joy?

A fruitful opportunity may soon present
itself if it hasn’t already. It has the possibility
to not only positively impact your finances,
but to open doors to bigger ventures down
the line. However, you’re at an impasse —
standing at a fork in the road, unsure which
direction to choose. Trust that you have all
the information you need and that you’re
capable of making the right choice. You
can ask for all the feedback you want, but
ultimately it’s your life and the final choice is
in your hands. Remember that indecision is
a decision; you want to make one before the
Universe makes it for you. Once you move
past fear, prosperity and stability are waiting
for you on the other side.

Fire Signs: Aries, Leo, Sagittarius

Two of Wands, The Magician, Four of
Pentacles

The Devil, Three of Swords, Eight of Wands

Western culture places a heavy emphasis
on planning ahead. How old were you the first
time you heard someone mention a five-year
or 10-year plan? Practicality and stability
tend to be particularly important for earth
signs. Some of you love creating five-year
plans to achieve the rush you get when you
meet that goal. Goal chasing is a wonderful
attribute to have, but don’t forget to live in
the present moment. Instead of working on a
10-year plan, scale back and think about the
next six months. Don’t get ahead of yourself.
Planning too far ahead may trigger anxiety
and have you overlook resources that are
readily at your disposal. l

October is all about accountability. The
thing with being accountable, though, is
that most of us tend to do so through nasty
self-talk and bullying. Work on extending
yourself grace and compassion for your
actions’ not-so-great consequences. Did you
make a decision out of boredom or impulse?
Join the club, it happens to the best of us. Are
your feelings valid? Sure, but there’s a lesson
in here somewhere about intentionality. It’s
time to stop chasing thrills and find better
ways to entertain yourself.

BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

Earth Signs: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn
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Iya Osundara Ogunsina.
Photo by Schaun Champion.

Iya Osundara Ogunsina is a Baltimore-based
Osun Priestess, intuitive tarot reader, cat lady,
and true crime enthusiast. She is committed to
encouraging and empowering others to have greater
self-awareness through shadow work. Connect with
Iya Osundara at www.iyalodescorner.com.

Arts + Culture Listings
September 21 — October 5
by Teri Henderson

Thursday, Sept. 22
Bromo Art Walk: Experience the Bromo Arts District
during a night of artistic performances, exhibits, and
open studios. Artwork will be available for purchase
throughout the event at galleries, artist studios, and
pop-up markets. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Bromo Arts District
(Multiple Locations), 218 West Saratoga Street. (Free)
RSVP recommended. For more information, go to:
www.bromodistrict.org/bromo-art-walk or call 410244-1030 ex 713.
Bromo Art Walk After Party: After the Bromo Art
Walk, keep the party going at Current Space’s outdoor
courtyard. This event will feature a performance from
Eze Jackson and a live DJ set by Trillnatured. Current
Space’s Garden Bar will be open with late-night food
available from Vegan Juiceology. 9 p.m. at Current
Space, 421 North Howard Street. Registration required.
For more information, go to: www.currentspace.com.
The Stoop Storytelling Series: Hidden In Plain
Sight: The Stoop Storytelling Series and Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, in
partnership with Enoch Pratt Free Library, present
“Hidden in Plain Sight: Stories about the powerful—
and often invisible—public health forces that shape
our lives.” 7 p.m. at Enoch Pratt Free Library Central
Branch, Wheeler Auditorium, 400 Cathedral Street.
(Free) In-person and virtual. For more information,
go to: www.eventbrite.com/e/hidden-in-plain-sighttickets-379954372757 or call 410-396-5430.
Psyche A. Williams-Forson presents “Eating While
Black”: Psyche A. Williams-Forson is one of the
leading thinkers about food in America. In her new
book, she offers her knowledge and experience to
illuminate how anti-Black racism operates in the
practice and culture of eating. 7 p.m. at Red Emma’s,
3128 Greenmount Avenue. For more information, go
to: www.redemmas.org/ or call 410-601-3072.
Brandi Collins-Dexter presents “Black Skinhead”:
In “Black Skinhead,” Brandi Collins-Dexter explores
the fragile alliance between Black voters and
the Democratic Party. Collins-Dexter will be in
conversation with Lisa Snowden, editor-in-chief
and co-founder of Baltimore Beat. 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. at
Greedy Reads Remington, 320 West 29th Street. For
more information, go to: www.greedyreads.com/ or
call 410-878-0184.
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Friday, Sept. 23
It Ain't Nothin' But the Blues: From African chants
and Delta spirituals to the urban electricity of a
Chicago nightclub, from dusty backroads bluegrass to
the twang of a country juke joint, “It Ain't Nothin But
the Blues” is a stirring retrospective of blues classics
that summon the true soul of African American
music. 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. at Arena Players Incorporated,
801 McCulloh Street. For more information, call 410728-6500.

Sunday, Sept. 25
Juke Joint: A summer day party featuring live music,
vendors, and good vibes. It’s a networking event
celebrating house music and medical cannabis. What
more could you ask for? 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. at Sound
Garden, 1616 Thames Street. For more information, go
to: www.crucialculture.net/.

Thursday, Sept. 29

Saturday, Sept. 24
BLK ASS FLEA MKT 106 + BLK: Gather to experience
a day of blackness, music, culture, and vibes, all while
circulating the black dollar, The BLK ASS FLEA MKT
is a radical movement of BLK JOY. Expect some of
the hottest DJs from Baltimore and the DMV. Noon
to 7 p.m. at Eager Park, North Wolfe Street. For more
information, go to www.eventbrite.com/o/blk-assflea-mkt-39175813423.
Baltimore Boiler Room X Dark Room: The
international live music showcase returns to
Baltimore, this time featuring the sounds of Amy
Reid, Feroun, Jordan Pope, Karizma, Life on Planets,
and Pangelica. 10 p.m to 2 a.m. at Le Mondo, 406
North Howard Street. For more information, go to
boilerroom.tv/session/boiler-room-x-baltimore.
Gwynn Oak Food and Music Festival: Tell your
family and friends to bring a blanket or chair and
come out to enjoy good music and the region's best
food, retail, and service vendors. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
the Gwynn Oak Park, 6010 Gwynn Oak Ave, Gwynn
Oak, MD. For more information, go to houseofotem.
com/gwynnoakfoodandmusicfestival.

Adult Back To School Nite Fundraiser: A night of
stationary, fun, and drinks. Come grab a desk supply
list for those returning to the office or living the
remote life. A portion of the proceeds will be donated
to support adult education. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at The
Paper Herald, 702 Saint Paul Street. 21+ with ID. For
more information, go to: www.paperherald.com/ or
call 443-835-1402.
Artists Talk: Tawny Chatmon and Stephen Towns:
Artists Tawny Chatmon and Stephen Towns will be in
conversation with Molly Warnock, historian and critic
of the visual arts, and Joaneath Spicer, The James A.
Murnaghan Curator of Renaissance and Baroque Art
at the Walters. The speakers will discuss themes in
the show Activating the Renaissance, and how each
artist draws from the past to comment on the present.
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Walters Art Museum, Graham
Auditorium, 600 North Charles Street. Registration is
required. For more information, go to: www.thewalters.
org, or call 410-547-9000.

Friday, Sept. 30

Remfest 2022: The third annual RemFest is taking
over Remington Avenue with more bands, more
vendors, more food, and more family-friendly fun.
Featuring Dave Heumann, RoVo Monty, Manners
Manners, Bali Lamas, Josh Stokes, Leisure Sport,
Wifty Bangura, Kotic Couture, darsombra, Midnight
Sun, Tionesta, DJ Mills, and more. Noon to 9 p.m.
at Remington Avenue. For more information,
email info@remfest.org or go to: www.remfest.org.

Creative Mornings/Baltimore with Evan Woodard:
Salvage Arc’s Evan Woodard speaks on this month’s
topic, Depth. Woodard is a Baltimore-based historian
and relic hunter who has worked with countless
homeowners and local organizations to preserve
historical artifacts buried in privies beneath the
city. 8:30 a.m. at Open Works Baltimore, 1400
Greenmount Avenue. For more information, go to:
creativemornings.com/talks/evan-woodard.

VERSION, A Queer Dance Party: VERSION is back
with sounds by Trillnatured, hosted by Kotic Couture,
and documented by Sydney Allen. 10 p.m. at The
Crown Baltimore, 1910 North Charles Street, second
floor. ($10) Tickets must be purchased at the door. For
more information, email thecrownbaltimore@gmail.
com or call 410-625-4848.

Station North Art Walk: An evening of exhibits,
performances, and special events in the Station North
Arts District. This is the final Station North Art walk
of 2022. 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. at 1400 Greenmount Avenue,
multiple locations. (Free) Eventbrite registration
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recommended. For more information, go to: www.
stationnorth.org/news/2022/7/6/station-north-artwalks-2022 call 410-244-1775.
First Annual Kotton Klub Gala: Dust off your flapper
dresses, zoot suits, and your finest party attire, and
come experience the roaring '20s with the Kappa
Alpha Psi Foundation of Metropolitan Baltimore. Pay
homage and party with a purpose. There will be a VIP
open bar, general admission cash bar, a buffet, and
dancing. DJ set by DJ Tanz with performances by Ms.
Larzine and Dr. Phil’s Big Band. 8 p.m. to midnight
at Martin's West, 6817 Dogwood Road. Must be 21+ to
attend. ($80 - $150) For more information, contact
Wayne Pulliam at 443-690-9146 or Chuck Harris at
410-917-4090.

Saturday, Oct. 1
Birthday Fundraiser to Benefit Sankofa Children's
Museum: Enjoy African cuisine, traditional African
dance, raffles, music, and more. You can support
the Sankofa Children's Museum of African Cultures
by purchasing your ticket today. 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. at
Sankofa Children's Museum of African Cultures, 4330
Pimlico Road. ($70)
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Hilton’s Private Stock Plant Sale at Green Neighbor:
Hilton Carter has said the unimaginable: "I have too
many plants." With the arrival of his beloved daughter
and the need to make necessary space in his home,
he has decided to give you the chance to own plants
that he has personally cared for and styled in planters
that are ready for you to bring into yours. 1 p.m. to
3 p.m. at Good Neighbor, 3827 Falls Road. For more
information, go to: goodneighborshop.com/ or call
443-627-8919.
Read Street Jam: After 37 years, the Read Street
Jam is back, continuing its history as a free and
welcoming event for all. Celebrating all the artists,
musicians, vendors, shops, and cafes who make Mt.
Vernon special. The Jam will feature a local house
band, vocalists, street performers, and DJs. Noon
to 8 p.m. at 200 West Read Street between Tyson
Street and Park Avenue. For more information, email
ReadStreetAssociation@gmail.com or call 443-2555497.
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Sunday, Oct. 2
One Maryland One Book 2022 Author Naima
Coster at the Lewis Museum: The award-winning
author of “What’s Mine and Yours” will discuss her
novel, answer questions, and sign books. This event is
coordinated in partnership with the Enoch Pratt Free
Library, Maryland State Department of Education,
BMORE Me, and Baltimore City Public Schools.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Reginald F. Lewis Museum,
830 East Pratt Street. For more information, go to:
onemarylandonebook.org/ or call 443-263-1800.

If you would like your event listed in Baltimore Beat,
send information about it to Lisa@baltimorebeat.com.
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Music Is the Answer
Think of the Collective Minds Festival as a
family reunion.
by Teri Henderson
Photos by Schaun Champion & Cameron Snell

T

he Collective Minds Festival is a celebration
of house music. In Baltimore, where dance
music and Black club culture are so important,
events like Collective Minds are a chance to
celebrate. It’s always free and open to dancers
of all ages. This year it was held on September
3 at Pearlstone Retreat Center. This year’s
event included performances by Ultra Nate,
DJ Biskit, Uzoma, and Dawn Tallman.
This celebration marked Collective Minds’
19th anniversary, and was the first in-person
version of the festival since COVID-19 shut
everything down two years ago. In the past, it’s
been held at Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
and Druid Hill Park.
Think of the Collective Minds Festival
as a family reunion, a chance to see people
who look, dance, and think like you. That is
especially important because dance venues
where house music used to thrive, like the
Paradox, are gone.

An attendee plays the cowbell at
the Collective Minds Festival. Photo by
Schaun Champion.

Crowd at the Collective Minds Festival
held in Reisterstown, Md. on September 3.
Photo by Cameron Snell.
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The DJ booth at the Collective Minds
Festival. Photo by Cameron Snell.

Attendees at the Collective Minds Festival.
Photos by Schaun Champion.

A child with bubbles at the Collective
Minds Festival. Photo by Schaun Champion. l
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Soul and Things

I often found myself on a lonely highway, Soul picked me up and helped me balance a two way street.
I had to learn that Soul for me was not a pink Cadillac or any other type of coon cage.

by Gerard Johnson

Instead Soul was the sonic wave voyaging the black Atlantic that continuously blasted my consciousness throughout the years.
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In the early years of my life, I heard the melodies of my people in the foreground and background.
Day after day, James Brown shocked my system by getting me on up out of the bed and on to the good foot.
There were surreal times when my soul soaked super mornings resembled “the face of an alarm clock that in each minute rings for sixty
seconds.”
Soulful late nights repeated by homework illuminated moon lit thoughts such as “Chocolate doctor that doctored the document.”
Happy feelings were distant even if I am close to Maze.
Equations had got me going in circles, trying to figure out the radius of Soul.
Realizing the distance to any goal was a circle of struggle where times were good and bad.
Trying to stay together brought no pleasure facing inevitable pressure.
Perpetuating my perseverance by balancing the act in stormy weather.
In the rain I found myself often trying to find something that is meaningful on the inside.
The rain combined with strain caused pain in my eyes causing darkness to overflow.
Blind now with no alliances I had to figure out my self reliance.
Still I had trust in Soul, because it was always a guide, even when hope would subside, even if it was pulled away by the rising tide.
I was not sure if my faith would endure because distractions were going on everywhere.
Continuing to take footsteps in the dark being led by Soul that sparked the light in me.
Emerging from the caverns coated with crystals of nihilism I found sublime sunshine.
With new light I now had meaning which I could define.
Soul had brought me into the divine where from then on I was always on cloud nine.
From there my ears were like flowers where the song of the bee would pollinate anytime.
Oftentimes I had been stung by the song ending for a fleeting moment.
Like the tail of a comet that would become the new beginning for more pollination from one flower to the next song.
Even busy bees and playlists come to an eventual end that will be repeated.
Not defeated or conceded, rather energized, this high is temporary.
It seemingly lasts forever until I realize I am not in the garden, but in a concrete world of rhythmless commodities that contain no nectar.
Soul is always around as my protector.
Soul for me was my vector guiding me from my origin with direction and magnitude to destiny.
Soul acted like white blood cells taking out negativity in an experiment of immunochemistry.
My chemistry resides in muddy waters concealed somewhere between a double helix of The Stylistics and the double consciousness of The
Delfonics and Isley Brothers.
The music of these groups are always on loop in my mind and adjacent to my spirit with Garvey’s ghost.
Soul sirens guide my life because their chorus compliments my spiritual compass. This kind of Soul has helped me navigate toward the
rhizomes of Soul.

